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CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

Disclaimer

This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any of the securities described herein. The sole purpose of this presentation, in paper or electronic form, is strictly 
for information. This document is strictly private and confidential, and is intended for the person to whom it is issued by Cortus Metals Inc. The contents of the document may not be copied, 
distributed or reproduced in whole or in part, nor passed to any third party, without the prior, written permission of Cortus Metals Inc.

Forward Looking Statements:

Certain statements and/or graphics in the Company’s press releases, web site information and corporate displays, among others, constitute “forward-looking statements”. These statements are
based on information currently available to the Company and the Company provides no assurance that actual results will meet management’s expectations. Forward-looking statements include
estimates and statements that describe the Company’s future plans, objectives or goals, including words to the effect that the Company or management expects a stated condition or result to
occur. Forward-looking statements may be identified by terms such as “believes”, “anticipates”, “expects”, “estimates”, “may”, “could”, “would”, “will”, or “plan”, or their conditional or future forms.
Since forward-looking statements are based on assumptions and address future events and conditions, by their very nature they involve inherent risks and uncertainties.

Actual results relating to, among other things, results of exploration, project development, reclamation and capital costs of the Company’s mineral properties, and the Company’s financial
condition and prospects, could differ materially from those currently anticipated in such statements for many reasons such as: changes in general economic conditions and conditions in the
financial markets; changes in demand and prices for minerals; litigation, legislative, environmental and other judicial, regulatory, political and competitive developments; technological and
operational difficulties encountered in connection with the activities of the Company; and other matters discussed in this presentation. This list is not exhaustive of the factors that may affect any of
the Company’s forward-looking statements. These and other factors should be carefully considered, and readers should not place undue reliance on the Company’s forward-looking statements.
The Company does not undertake to update any forward-looking statement that may be made from time to time by the Company or on its behalf, except if required to do so by applicable
securities laws. You are cautioned not to place any undue reliance on any forward-looking statement.

Forward Looking Statements or Information Related to Exploration:

Relating to exploration, the identification of exploration targets and any implied future investigation of such targets on the basis of specific geological, geochemical and geophysical evidence or
trends are future-looking and subject to a variety of possible outcomes which may or may not include the discovery, or extension, or termination of mineralization. Further, areas around known
mineralized intersections or surface showings may be marked by wording such as “open”, “untested”, “possible extension” or “exploration potential” or by symbols such as “?”. Such wording or
symbols should not be construed as a certainty that mineralization continues or that the character of mineralization (i.e. grade or thickness) will remain consistent from a known and measured
data point. The key risks related to exploration in general are that chances of identifying economical reserves are extremely small.

Qualified Person

Michael Dufresne, M.Sc., P.Geol., P.Geo., serves as a Technical Advisor and is the Qualified Person, as defined by National Instrument 43-101, responsible for reviewing and approving the technical 
content of all materials publicly disclosed by Cortus Metals, including the contents of this presentation.
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Cortus Metals Inc. is a new Canadian mineral exploration company with a portfolio of highly
prospective early-stage gold and silver projects located in the basins of Nevada and an innovative
project accelerator strategy to advance them to fruition. Generally, the projects are situated near
operating mines or known deposits, and on the same hosting fault structure. Cortus’ team of experts
uses systematic methods and proprietary data to target significant epithermal and Carlin-type
mineralization beneath shallow cover. We provide investors with exceptional opportunities to capitalize
on the potential for discovery of gold-silver deposits of >1-million-ounces in a perennially top-ranked
mining jurisdiction. Our mandate is to collaborate with partners and stakeholders to complete drill
programs of 2,000-4,000 metres with Cortus retaining a significant interest in the outcomes. Our projects
are available for acquisition via sale, option and/or joint venture mechanisms. We encourage investors to
take advantage of the lingering 2021 market dip and join us at ground level to accumulate a share
position in 2022 as we work to generate discoveries and production scenarios while central banks and
portfolio managers seek an effective hedge for inflation, producers seek assets to replace their dwindling
reserves, and prices for gold and gold equities appear poised for gains.
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ACCOMPLISHED MANAGEMENT, DIRECTORS & CONSULTANTS
Management has been named 
twice to the TSXV 50TM for top-10 
mining company performances

Diverse group of industry experts 
driven to generate outstanding 
returns for shareholders during 
bull and bear markets 

Success from grassroots 
exploration and historic 
compilation to development and 
production in multiple 
commodities & jurisdictions

Collectively over 150 years of 
mining experience, 40+ in Nevada

Raised in excess of $500 million 
for exploration, development, and 
production projects worldwide 

Cortus is >50% closely held, 
interests aligned with investors

Committed to collaboration, 
investment, innovation, discovery

Sean Mager, B.Comm. – Director, President and CEO
+25 years mining sector, managed +15 public companies worldwide, currently CFO at Benchmark Metals, 
formerly COO/CFO at Brilliant Resources, VP/CFO at North Country Gold and Director at Kaminak Gold.
John Williamson, P.Geol. –Director & Chairman
+30 years mining sector, founder of more than 20 successful companies in Canada and around the globe, 
currently Chairman at Altiplano Metals, and Chairman & CEO at Benchmark Metals
Jim Greig, B.A., MBA. – Independent Director
+20 years mining sector, exploration to production expertise, currently President at Benchmark Metals, formerly at 
Keegan Resources 
Jeremy Yaseniuk – Independent Director
+20 years in financial markets and marketing, currently Director at Altiplano Minerals
Jesse Teufeld – CFO
Partner at a corporate services company providing financial management and reporting for junior miners
Nicole Rioseco, M.Sc. – Exploration Manager
Exploration geologist providing expert oversight of field programs, permitting, geological data, mineral tenure, 
budgeting, environmental and social issues
Ewan Webster, Ph.D., P.Geo. – Geological Advisor
Senior exploration geologist with comprehensive field, technical, and academic background, currently Director & 
CEO at Thesis Gold  
Clay Newton, Ph.D., CPG. – Resident Geological Expert
+30 years experience exploring for gold in Nevada, specializing in tectonics and structural geology
Michael Dufresne, M.SC., P.Geol., P.Geo. – Qualified Person
+30 years mining sector, professional geologist at world-class mining projects and jurisdictions; Senior Partner at 
APEX Geoscience
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Cortus Metals is an early-stage project accelerator
focused on the discovery of large epithermal and
Carlin-type gold-silver deposits beneath shallow cover
in north-central Nevada, which the Fraser Institute ranks
as the number-one jurisdiction for mining investment in
the world, boasting the most production per square km

Cortus Metals uses systematic and innovative methods
to identify, test, prioritize, and advance high-quality
exploration projects

Cortus Metals’ portfolio offers 20+ new projects, ranging
from grassroots to drill-ready stages, with each one
having the potential to host a deposit of +1M ounces

Cortus Metals’ mission is to attract funding partners
and buyers for multiple exploration projects to optimize
the risks and rewards of making multiple significant
discoveries and advancing them to production

Cortus Metals will retain equity and royalty interests in
its partners and projects while leveraging its technical
capability to generate, evaluate and acquire new
projects and royalties

A TRUSTED TEAM OF EXPERTS
APPLYING A NEW  DISCOVERY MODEL

IN A TARGET-RICH ENVIRONMENT

* Total estimated gold endowment based on Muntean (PDAC, 2020) 

ROCHESTER MINE
1.6 Moz Au 
Resource & 
Reserves (Coeur 
website 2020)

CARLIN MINE
15 Moz Au 
Reserve 
(Newmont 
website 2020)

LONG CANYON 
MINE
1.2 Moz Au Reserve 
(Newmont website 
2020)

FIRE CREEK MINE
2.4 Moz Au 
Resource & 
Reserve (Hecla 
report 2019)
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Nevada Loves Mining

In a formula that dates to 1872 and is written
into the state constitution, mining interests in
Nevada are subject to a tax of up to 5 percent
of their net proceeds (typically 30% margin),
being gross proceeds less most operating
costs. The tax is split 56/44 between rural
counties and the state. Mining drives the rural
economy.

Mining Loves Nevada

• Perennially top-ranked jurisdiction worldwide
• Home to several large >5 Moz deposits
• 104 active mines have annual GDP of US$3.24 

billion1  with many major and mid-tier players
• Economic deposits range in size & grade
• With gold at ~USD 1,800, miners need assets

Ideal Project Locations

Cortus’ projects are road accessible and in
close proximity to major towns. Most are within
the prolific Carlin, Cortez, Long Canyon,
Getchell, and Battle Mountain/Eureka trends
which host 80% of the active gold mines in
Nevada and produce nearly as much (93%)1

as all of Canada.

WHY NEVADA?

1 https://www.nevadamining.org/faqs/analysis
2 CIBC Equity Research

Vancouver, 
Canada

Reno, USA
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LAS VEGAS

RENO

Active gold mines
Major cities

Cortus Projects

Gold trend



THE FUTURE OF GOLD EXPLORATION IN NEVADA 
IS IN THE BASINS UNDER COVER 

CURRENT AND PAST 
PRODUCING MINES ARE ON 
EXPOSED DEPOSITS IN THE 

RANGES

BASIN

RANGE

45 %

55 %

EXPOSED 
RANGE 
ROCKS

BASIN ROCKS 
BELOW COVER

1835-2017 
PAST PRODUCTION

200+ Moz Au

SIMILAR
POTENTIAL 

Mining in Nevada has the potential to produce as much gold 
from undiscovered deposits in the basins

as it has to date in the ranges
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SYSTEMATIC EXPLORATION
Portfolio ranges from grassroots to drill-ready, the most advanced are fully permitted and bonded

BASE DATA & CONCEPT

GEOLOGICAL MAPPING

SOIL & ROCK GEOCHEMISTRY

GEOPHYSICS

DRILLING

IDEA GENERATION
250+ PROSPECTS

TARGET
DEVELOPMENT
10+ PROJECTS

DRILL READY
3+ PROJECTS

MAP BOTANICAL ANOMALY

CLAIM STAKING

EARLY STAGE
5+ PROJECTS
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Exploration to develop drill targets = ~US$100,000 per project
JVs to drill 2-4,000m per project = US$1-2,000,000 per project





Cobre
Targeting Carlin Au

Analogous to the 
+2Moz Long Canyon

Mine; ground
magnetics complete

Redrock
Targeting Carlin Au

Analogous to Gold 
Standard’s Pinion 

and Darkstar deposits; 
ground magnetics 

complete

Whalen
Targeting Carlin Au

Analogous to the Pinion 
and Darkstar deposits; 
ground magnetics and

reconnaissance mapping
complete, soil sampling

results pending.  

West Ivanhoe
Targeting Epithermal Au

Analogous to the nearby
Hollister Mine; 

ground magnetics
complete, soil sampling

and initial rock
prospecting results

pending.

Paris
Targeting Carlin Au
Situated on a possible 
extension of the Long 

Canyon gold trend; ground 
magnetics
complete. 

Goldrun
Targeting Carlin Au

& Skarn Au-Cu
Analogous to Nevada
Gold Mines’ Phoenix

deposits; ground 
magnetics complete, 

initial rock chip samples
up to 4000 ppb Au.
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Barchan
Targeting

Epithermal Au

Boone
Targeting
Carlin Au

Cornwall 
Targeting

Epithermal & Carlin Au

Northeast Sleeper
Targeting

Epithermal Au

Kelly Creek
Targeting
Carlin Au

North Ivanhoe
Targeting

Epithermal Au

Elevenmile
Targeting
Carlin Au

Silverking
Targeting
Carlin Au

STAGE 1
Regional analysis, 

land package 
assembly and 

development of 
exploration plan

STAGE 2      Execute systematic exploration plan, advance projects to the drill-ready stage

BUILDING A 
PROJECT
PIPELINE

STAGE 3
Initial drill 
targeting 
complete; 
drill-ready

Grayson
Targeting Epithermal Au

Analogous to the 
+800koz Au Relief Canyon 

Mine; positive soil and rock 
sampling results, limited 

bedrock mapping, ground 
magnetics and gravity 

anomalies.   

Powerline
Targeting Epithermal Au

Analogous to the 
+4Moz Au Spring Valley 

Deposit; positive soil and 
rock sampling results, 

geobotanical anomalies, 
proximal to pathfinder 

element mines.  

Roberts Creek
Targeting Carlin Au

Analogous to the 
+800koz Au Gold Bar 
deposits; positive soil 

sampling results, ground 
magnetics and gravity 

anomalies. 

•SIGNIFICANT NEW DISCOVERIES
•NEAR EXISTING MINES & DEPOSITS
•IN UNEXPLORED PULL-APART BASINS
•20 PROJECTS TO DRILL 2-4,000m EACH
•JVs TO ACCELERATE WITHIN 2-5 YEARS
•REPLACE PRODUCTION SINCE 2010



NEVADA

• Perennially Top-Ranked for Mining Investment

• Mining-friendly, Low-risk Jurisdiction with Excellent Infrastructure

• Target-Rich Environment for Projects and Partners

• Outcrops and Ranges Have Been Explored and Mined for over 180 Years

• The Future of Nevada Exploration & Mining is Under Cover in the Basins

• Major, Mid-Tier & Junior Players Actively Seek Nevada Projects & Assets

• Project Team Includes Nevada-Based Ph.D. Structural Geologist

• Opportunities are Potentially as Prolific as All Past and Present Mining

THE TEAM

• Expert Team with Decades of Exploration and Mining Experience

• Award-Winning Technical, Corporate and Marketing Capability

• Member of the Metals Group of Companies

• Mining Investors with Skin in the Game

• Driven to Deliver Exceptional Returns in Good and Bad Markets

CORTUS METALS

• First Mover in Nevada with Significant Property Positions in the Basins

• Proprietary Data, Systematic Methodology and Innovative Junior Strategy

• 20+ Project Areas are Owned 100% and Available for Joint Venture

• Each One with Potential for Discoveries of 1+ Million Ounces

• Near Past and Present Producing Mines and Known Deposits

• Generating and Acquiring More Projects at Low Cost

• Cortus Will Leverage Third-Party Spending to Advance Multiple Targets

• Retaining Equity & Royalties, Open to JVs & Options, Positioned for Success

VALUE PROPOSITION – PROJECT ACCELERATOR & ROYALTY MODEL

THE MARKET

• Gold is Gathering Strength as an Important Hedge Against Inflation

• Gold Equities are Trending Higher in Price and Volume Relative to the Market

• Investors are Actively Seeking Early-Stage Mining Opportunities

• A Bull Market for Mining Provides Access to Windfall 

• Capital Inflow Tends to Drive Market Capitalizations of Junior Mining Stocks
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*  Post financing, warrant repricing and full exercise of in-the-money warrants and options. 
Excludes ongoing G&A, exploration and recoveries for 2022.

**  Estimated ownership.

Management 
& Insiders

33%

Close 
Associates

20%

Retail
44%

Brokers
3%

Warrants

47.4M 25.5M$100k 2.8M
Outstanding Cash Options
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE

As at December 31, 2021

PROFORMA @ $0.20 *

Warrants

98.2M 1.1M$6M 9.8M
Outstanding Cash Options

**



Sean Mager
President & CEO

seanm@cortusmetals.com
+1.780.701.3215

Head Office
10545-45 Avenue NW

250 South Ridge, Suite 300
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 

T6H-4M9
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